
From: Cookiebot
To: Media
Subject: Cookie scan report December 2023
Date: 16 December 2023 16:05:47
Attachments: CookieReport-wwwshannontrustorguk-EN-2023-12-16T1317578030000Z.htm

Please find attached your Cookie Report.

Our recent scan of your website has identified
potential compliance issues where cookies are being
set in your users’ browsers before their consent has
been submitted. Under GDPR and other legislations,
only cookies that are strictly necessary for the website
to function can be set prior to the user’s consent.

Domain Group: Domain Group #1
Domains:

www.shannontrust.org.uk (16/12/2023) - Prior
consent fully enabled: no

Based on your scan report we have identified one
or more of the following issues:

Other scripts that may be setting cookies
are loaded before the Cookiebot script

Make sure that the Cookiebot script is the very first
script to load on your website. This is essential for our
script’s ability to hold back cookies until consent has
been obtained.

Some scripts on your website may not be
marked up properly

Check the attached report to find out which scripts are
loaded before consent and see our guide on how to
mark these up manually.
Consider switching to autoblocking mode, if you

mailto:support@cookiebot.com
mailto:media@shannontrust.org.uk
https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/manual-implementation/
https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/manual-implementation/
https://support.cookiebot.com/hc/en-us/articles/360009074960-Automatic-cookie-blocking#h_01GNY5ECBD1XETR0FYZ9336BSD
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Cookie scan report
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Scan date:
             16/12/2023
Domain name:
             www.shannontrust.org.uk
Server location:
               Ireland
Cookies, in total:
             31
New cookies:
               1



                Scan result
31 cookies were identified, hereof 1 new since the previous scan.
                		
                      Category:
              Necessary
              (4)
                    

		
                      Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.






                		
                      COOKIE NAME
                    		
                      PROVIDER
                    		
                      TYPE
                    		
                      EXPIRY
                    

		
                      1.gif
                    		
                      imgsct.cookiebot.com
                    		
                      Pixel
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used to count the number of sessions to the website, necessary for optimizing CMP product delivery. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 1
Source:
                      https://consent.cookiebot.com/uc.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Ireland
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      CONSENT
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      2 years
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used to detect if the visitor has accepted the marketing category in the cookie banner. This cookie is necessary for GDPR-compliance of the website.  
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        

                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      CookieConsent
                    		
                      shannontrust.org.uk
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      1 year
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current domain
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 1
Source:
                      https://consent.cookiebot.com/uc.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Ireland
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      sc_anonymous_id
                    		
                      soundcloud.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      10 years
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/turning-pages-digital-one-year-on
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used in context with the 3D-view-function on the website.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 64
Source:
                      https://w.soundcloud.com/player/?url=https%3A//api.soundcloud.com/tracks/color=%23443b2fauto_play=falsehide_related=trueshow_comments=falseshow_user=falseshow_reposts=falseshow_teaser=falseshow_playcount=false
via https://widget.sndcdn.com/widget-9-12853317f182.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    




                		
                      Category:
              Statistics
              (7)
            
                    

		
                      Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting information anonymously.






                		
                      COOKIE NAME
                    		
                      PROVIDER
                    		
                      TYPE
                    		
                      EXPIRY
                    

		
                      _ga
                    		
                      org.uk
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      2 years
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 3
Source:
                      https://www.googletagmanager.com/gtag/js?id=G-TK1QSKMWEZ
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      _ga
                    		
                      shannontrust.org.uk
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      2 years
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 3
Source:
                      https://www.googletagmanager.com/gtag/js?id=G-TK1QSKMWEZ
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      _ga_#
                    		
                      org.uk
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      2 years
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used by Google Analytics to collect data on the number of times a user has visited the website as well as dates for the first and most recent visit. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 3
Source:
                      https://www.googletagmanager.com/gtag/js?id=G-TK1QSKMWEZ
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      _ga_#
                    		
                      shannontrust.org.uk
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      2 years
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used by Google Analytics to collect data on the number of times a user has visited the website as well as dates for the first and most recent visit. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 3
Source:
                      https://www.googletagmanager.com/gtag/js?id=G-TK1QSKMWEZ
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      number(#)
                    		
                      widget.sndcdn.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/turning-pages-digital-one-year-on
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used to track user’s interaction with embedded content.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 64
Source:
                      https://w.soundcloud.com/player/?url=https%3A//api.soundcloud.com/tracks/color=%23443b2fauto_play=falsehide_related=trueshow_comments=falseshow_user=falseshow_reposts=falseshow_teaser=falseshow_playcount=false
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      p.gif
                    		
                      typekit.net
                    		
                      Pixel
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/browser-not-supported
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Keeps track of special fonts used on the website for internal analysis. The cookie does not register any visitor data. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Webserver
Source:
                      typekit.net
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      td
                    		
                      googletagmanager.com
                    		
                      Pixel
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/one-page-learning-to-read-helps-family-and-friends-stay-close
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Registers statistical data on users' behaviour on the website. Used for internal analytics by the website operator. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Page source line number 3
Source:
                      Inline script
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    




                		
                      Category:
              Marketing
              (20)
            
                    

		
                      Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads that are relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers and third party advertisers.






                		
                      COOKIE NAME
                    		
                      PROVIDER
                    		
                      TYPE
                    		
                      EXPIRY
                    

		
                      dpr
                    		
                      facebook.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/news-and-views
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Unclassified
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 63
Source:
                      https://connect.facebook.net/en_GB/sdk.js#xfbml=1version=v12.0
via https://static.xx.fbcdn.net/rsrc.php/v3/y9/r/RGxQJlFzgQJ.js?_nc_x=Ij3Wp8lg5Kz
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      France
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      i/jot
                    		
                      twitter.com
                    		
                      Pixel
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/news-and-views
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Sets a unique ID for the visitor, that allows third party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant advertisement. This pairing service is provided by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates real-time bidding for advertisers. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 62
Source:
                      https://platform.twitter.com/widgets.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United Kingdom
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      LAST_RESULT_ENTRY_KEY
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used to track user’s interaction with embedded content.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
via https://www.youtube.com/s/player/d23221b6/www-embed-player.vflset/www-embed-player.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      LogsDatabaseV2:V#||LogsRequestsStore
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      IndexedDB
                    		
                      Persistent
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Unclassified
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        

                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      remote_sid
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Necessary for the implementation and functionality of YouTube video-content on the website.  
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
via https://www.youtube.com/s/player/d23221b6/player_ias.vflset/en_US/base.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      RichHistory
                    		
                      twitter.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/news-and-views
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Collects data on visitors' preferences and behaviour on the website - This information is used make content and advertisement more relevant to the specific visitor. 
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 62
Source:
                      https://platform.twitter.com/widgets.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      TESTCOOKIESENABLED
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      1 day
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used to track user’s interaction with embedded content.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
via https://www.youtube.com/s/player/d23221b6/player_ias.vflset/en_US/base.js
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      180 days
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Tries to estimate the users' bandwidth on pages with integrated YouTube videos.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag
Source:
                      
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      180 days
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current domain
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        

                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      WIDGET::local::assignments
                    		
                      widget.sndcdn.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Persistent
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/turning-pages-digital-one-year-on
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used by audio-platform SoundCloud to implement, measure and improve their embedded content/service on the website - The collection of data also includes visitors’ interaction with embedded content/service. This can be used for statistics or marketing purposes.  
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 64
Source:
                      https://w.soundcloud.com/player/?url=https%3A//api.soundcloud.com/tracks/color=%23443b2fauto_play=falsehide_related=trueshow_comments=falseshow_user=falseshow_reposts=falseshow_teaser=falseshow_playcount=false
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      

                    

		
                      YSC
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTTP
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag
Source:
                      
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      ytidb::LAST_RESULT_ENTRY_KEY
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Persistent
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 64
Source:
                      https://www.youtube.com/embed/4ujJN5NeE0M
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      United States
                          (adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Adequate country under GDPR (EU)
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      YtIdbMeta#databases
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      IndexedDB
                    		
                      Persistent
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Used to track user’s interaction with embedded content.
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        

                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      yt-remote-cast-available
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        

                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      yt-remote-cast-installed
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Session
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
                        
                      

                    

		
                      
                        

                      

                    

		
                      
                        Blocked until accepted by user:
                          No
                      

                    

		
                      yt-remote-connected-devices
                    		
                      youtube.com
                    		
                      HTML
                    		
                      Persistent
                    

		
                      
                        First found URL:
                      https://www.shannontrust.org.uk/stories/the-big-give-christmas-challenge-2023
                      

                      
                        Cookie purpose description:
                      Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Initiator:
                      Script tag, page source line number 47
Source:
                      https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%3Ffeature%3Doembeddisplay_name=YouTubeurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfCRm6Pmz_xcimage=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FfCRm6Pmz_xc%2Fhqdefault.jpgkey=96f1f04c5f4143bcb0f2e68c87d65febtype=text%2Fhtmlschema=youtube
                      

                    

		
                      
                        Data is sent to:
                      Unknown
                          (not adequate)
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haven’t already done so, to let the Cookiebot script
handle all the technical stuff automatically.

Some scripts may be loaded through
Google Tag Manager before consent has
been submitted

Make sure your GTM is set up to use Cookiebot
consent values before loading tags that may set
cookies. See our GTM installation guide here.

Your website uses cookies set by your
webserver before user consent has been
obtained

In your Cookie Report you may have cookies that are
set by your webserver, also known as “server-side
cookies”, these are marked like this:

Initiator: Webserver

These you will have to block through server-side code,
holding back the cookies until consent has been given.
You may have to contact your webhost or web
solution vendor to find out more about these cookies.
See the last part of our developer documentation for
server-side usage of Cookiebot.

Unclassified cookies

Your report shows one or more unclassified cookies.
You must log into your account and categorize these
appropriately and add a description to ensure
transparency to your website users. See more about
unclassified cookies and how to work with them.

Still having problems with missing prior consent?

In cases where none of the points above apply, we
would be very happy to take a closer look at the
problem and have our technicians investigate the
issue. Please contact Cookiebot Technical Support and
tell us about the issue – just reply to this email and we
will get back to you as soon as possible.

Thank you for using Cookiebot!

Best regards,
The Cookiebot Team

https://support.cookiebot.com/hc/en-us/articles/360003793854-Google-Tag-Manager-deployment
https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/developer/
https://support.cookiebot.com/hc/en-us/articles/360003735214-Unclassified-cookies-how-do-I-classify-them-manually-
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